Workshop
The new Internet stakes
French-Chinese dialogue

Venue
French Embassy Auditorium
60, Tianze Lu 100600 | Beijing
Tel: +86.10 85.31.20.00

Organizing committee
- Séverine Arsène - LCP
- Isabelle Veyrat-Masson - LCP
- Laure Casten - French embassy in China - Beijing
- Isabelle Desano - LCP
- Nicolas Isier - French embassy in China - Beijing
- Chuang Liu - Professor, Communication University of China
- Fabienne Mansencal - French embassy in China - Beijing

Next symposiums
This first symposium organized by the LCP is the beginning of a series of conferences between French and Chinese researchers and specialists. Other subjects are being considered:
- 2014: mobility / energy / transportation
- 2015: influx of immigrants China / Europe

Contacts
- Séverine Arsène | severine.arsene@sciences-po.org | +33 (0)6 89 22 39 95
- Isabelle Veyrat-Masson | isabelle.veyrat-masson@lcp.cnrs.fr | +33 (0)1 58 52 17 48

To attend you need to register, before Wednesday 30th October,
at the following address:
communication.politique@cnrs.fr

//dialogfrcn.sciencesconf.org
Today, the Internet is a strategic field with much at stake in the political, social and cultural spheres. More than ever, it is crucial to set up a dialogue between France and China to share views, develop mutual understanding and create partnerships.

Fostered by its recognised expertise on mass media and the NTIC, the Laboratoire Communication et Politique (LCP) is inviting the most renowned French and Chinese experts, researchers and practitioners to discuss these new issues.

This workshop aims to bring together French and Chinese researchers specialized in the Internet, as well as field experts, businessmen and civil society representatives when relevant.

In terms of research, this workshop will bring new perspectives through the presentation of the most advanced and recent results of French and Chinese studies. How has the Internet modified information sharing? How does one innovate in these fields? The round tables will shed light on the various answers that the Chinese and French researchers and innovators have given to these questions.
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